proposing a solution; at it's most successful, my art is about
starting a conversation.
NMQ: I will second what Nina just said about helping younger
artists and that impact can be both abstract and literal. For
example, Hank is one of my heroes. He doesn't know this until
now, but I was inspired by him because he looked like me-an
artist, articul ate, smart, talented-and he helped me to believe
in the possibility that I too could be a full-time artist someday!
Without him, there would not be a me! That is just a fact. That
is a bit more abstract than the literal action as Nina is saying,
you know, how you help other artists, where you put your money
essentially into those platforms that can help others achieve.
HWT: I feel a responsibility as a human being. We are already
living where those changes are happening. We are not making
our work just because we want to live comfortably. I think we
are living in the conscious future where we and our loved ones
can experience greater liberation. I don't believe in race, I don't
believe in gender-I know they are
not real. I don't believe in money
even-they are all concepts really
like the Matrix. They shape my
life and I have to navigate around
them in order to find my own
independent existence.
Is your success hopeful
affirmation for change?

HWT: Facing racism will drive
you crazy and just because you
can navigate for five, 10 or 15years
doesn't mean you have made it...
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I don't take it for granted that this could be a moment and I don't
care to walk out with a bunch of dollars in my pocket. I care to
walk out with a sense of self and dignity.
NMQ: There's nothing more valuable than peace of mind,
there is not enough money on earth that can afford that. Peace
of mind is of the utmost value in life.
How do you frame
today's ideology into
your work?

BELIEVE THAT ARTISTS ARE

NMQ: My ideology is
that I tend to search for
the humour in less than
desirable situations.
WORK
It helps me to build
resilience. I have used
colour, motifs from
cartoons and comics,
IN THE
a mb i g u i t y , a n d
sarcasm in my work to
process all the trauma
that I internalise from
mass media.
HWT: It's also about keeping others on track-not from a moral
standpoint, but from a much deeper invisible standpoint so, in
moments like this, I don't know what is going on in the world, I
just know what I see on the news, and police killing Black people
is not new...
NMQ: Their hate is not a portrayal ofmy lack; it exposes their
lack of humanity. I think love is the most powerful educational
tool for sure.
HWT: Love takes many forms . As we can see, we were not loving
our community, we were not loving our society when people
compelled by hate were taking it over. Love is taking affirmative
action towards bringing people together and healing.

PROPHETIC OR PSYCHIC
AND THAT WHEN WE MAKE
WE ARE REALLY TOUCHING
SOMETHING MUCH DEEPER

PSYCHE OF OUR SOCIETY.
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